Kung Frog

Indoor/Outdoor Activity

Curriculum: Literacy, Science, Art, Wellness

Watch this 5.5 min clip taken from Kananaskis Country’s Interpretive show, Kung Frog to discover how frogs and ground squirrels hibernate. Cue to 27:30-34:20 for clip. Full show runs 56 minutes.

Learning Extensions – Create a Diorama (3D art creation)

Materials: nature materials found on forest floor; camera (optional), journal

Instructions:

- Using resources you have at home (books, magazines, access to the internet) or your community library, to research one animal that hibernates in Alberta.

- Go for a walk outside to your nearby nature or Provincial Park. Find a space where you can create a diorama, a three-dimensionally miniature representation of your chosen animal’s winter home.

- Use any materials you can find that are dead or lying on the ground to create your diorama. Take a picture of your creation to share with your friends and teacher or sketch what it looks like in your journal.